ASTROLOGICAL ANALYSIS
Name: XYZ
Date of Birth: DD/MM/YY
Time of Birth: 24:00
Place of Birth: New Delhi
Psychological and mental attitude: You have a righteous attitude and are
always very clear what is right and wrong. In spite of this, you act and do things
that would be shameful for you to accept publically. You are attracted to
beautiful things in life but strangely, get a sort of guilt feeling if you enjoy those
aspects. You are a rollercoaster emotionally, swinging from extreme happiness
to extreme sadness in moments. You are secretive but without any intention of
harm to anybody. You do not want to be in fights of any sort because of subdued
nature. You have an angry disposition with regular bouts of anger, but due to
subdued (or fearful) nature, you avoid taking it out. You are prone to extreme
pessimism occasionally but come out of it without any outside help.
Advice: You are prone to getting health problems due to your emotional state.
Try to find happiness in multiple things instead of depending on few. Don’t stop
yourself from enjoying something that makes you happy. Take time out for
yourself, find pleasurable activities that do not require dependence on others.
Health: The horoscope indicates a below average health disposition. The major
problematic area are head and chest. Any pain in these areas should be
immediately checked. As you will grow old, the health will keep on deteriorating.
Therefore, proper body care like balanced diet and regular exercise is a must.
2014-2016 is the time in near future that you should be careful about your
health.
Profession: This is one of the strong aspects of your horoscope. You will have a
successful professional life. Any event that may seem to be distressing will soon
give way to a better avenue. The income will be regular and there is not much to
worry for next 15 years.
Marriage: Your married life will be a mix bag but overall a negative influence in
your life, something that you could do without. It will take you to extremes of
emotional highs and lows, and force you into desperation on occasions. The good

part is that this relationship will teach you many things about life, and take you
to higher level of human consciousness. It will give you the power to be in a
relationship, yet be totally unaware about it. The coming years are a better
period marriage wise, positives will be more prominent.
Finances: You will have a comfortable life financially. However, make plans for
old age from now on. Your plans should include factors that may compell forced
retirement due to health issues.
Job or business: Although you can be successful in both, but you should opt
for job. You have a subdued nature that is not good for business. You can work
under somebody easily as you lack controlling and authoritative attitude. This
will also have some influence in job, as you will not be able to handle your
subordinates. For this reason, you may not become a CEO or independent area
head where you need to control many people. Be careful and control instant
burst of anger that may ruin your job progress.
Speculation or investments: You have a good horoscope for getting into
speculation but be careful to speculate on legalised products only. Speculation in
gold, platinum and currencies will be specifically advantageous. Apart from this,
Sugar and other agricultural products will also be profitable. Don’t speculate on
crude oil and metals other than precious ones.
Investments: Invest in precious stones, stocks of cosmetics, jewellery etc.
Investment in land should be carried out only after thorough checks as it
indicates confrontations, however, stocks of real estate companies will prove
beneficial. It is important to have savings for later years. Investment in bonds
should exceed investment in stocks.
Auspicious days: Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, Friday.
Days to avoid: Tuesday, Thursday.
Neutral day: Saturday (But good for property dealings)
Children: Your horoscope indicates female childern who will be a real positive
factor in your life, but they will be moody and sometimes you will find them
difficult to understand. It is important to have a good communication channel
between you and your children from the initial stages. They would be touchy on
even small things. However, it is also important that you show who is in control
as they are also prone to becoming stubborn.

July 2011 to April 2014
Present to December 2012: This will be a major transition phase in your life.
Children (or thoughts of having children) will become major part of your
emotional thoughts. You may start to have thoughts of extra marital
relationships. You may start to question the whole concept of sanctity of
marriage.
January to April 2012: Not a favourable period health wise, head, chest and
genital area pains may trouble you. This is also a period of disharmony with
wife. Avoid any sort of confrontation with authorities in office or local
administration.
April to October 2012: This period may see a drip in your self-esteem and hard
working attitude. The major reason could be family disharmony. Try to find
peace in things you like.
October 2012 to February 2013: Excellent time overall and any pending
problems will be sorted out in this period. Good time to take important decisions,
enter into new contracts resolve disputes etc. Best time for investment and
speculation as the period signifies good financial gains.
February 2013: This will be a time when you introspect and try to understand
reasons for events occurring around you. This is also a period of when you may
have tensions. This period be however be financially good.
March to September 2013: This will be another excellent period and will be
positive for almost all the aspects. A very strong period financially, and past
investments made may bring good returns. You may have harmony in married
life or may have a satisfying extra martial relationship.
October/ November 2013: Good period again, specially related to rise status. If
you have been denied promotions, this may be a good period to fight for it.
November 2013 to February 2014: Another good period specially professionally.
However this period may have some effect on your thought process. It may
become indecisive and you may find it difficult to come to any conclusions
quickly.
February 2014 to April 2014: This period may see drop in health and create
some tensions in profession.
April 2014 to August 2016
Overall not a good period. The major impact will be on health and marital issues.
Avoid any investments, and specially speculation in this period.
Remedy: Wear Pukhraj stone, drink turmeric and use yellow colour in clothing
and furnishings. Fast on Thursdays and stop consuming meat and liquor.
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